
A Quick Adventure Through Time

1. Noun

2. Adjective

3. Noun

4. Verb Past Tense

5. Verb Past Tense
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7. Noun Plural

8. Part Of Body
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10. Noun
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22. Part Of Body
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A Quick Adventure Through Time

I remember being at the Noun match. I remember hearing a Adjective sound. Then I woke up in

a Noun , looking up at Madame Pomfrey. I still don't understand how I ended up hurt but I

Verb Past Tense up at some point to see some flowers, cards, and other trinkets on the table next to my bed.

Something glinted in the light. I reached over and Verb Past Tense it up, it was a Color corded

necklace. I saw an inscription and I read it to myself, "I mark the hours, every one, nor have I outrun the sun. My

use and value, unto you, are gauged by what you have to do." Curious what that meant, I turned the

Noun Plural in my hand and saw they surrounded an hourglass. Then something happened. There was a

pulling sensation in the pit of my Part of Body and it felt like the world was spinning. I dropped the

necklace and looked around, Adjective . I found myself in an alley. There was a briefcase on the

Noun in front of me. The wall above it had a Adjective hole in it and I could see something

coming towards me on the other side. It was an animal, it looked similar to a Animal but it wasn't. It

jumped, Verb Present ends in ING out toward my face, it's head swiveled toward the necklace and it reached a

paw out so Adverb , I had no time to react. Before I knew it, the creature and the necklace had

disappeared into the suitcase. I opened the suitcase and grabbed quickly, thinking the creature would be ready to

bolt past me. My hand only met air, however. It threw me off balance and suddenly I was falling down, down,

down. I landed on the Noun of a staircase. I looked around and found myself in a Adjective

room. I didn't see the creature anywhere. I pulled out my wand and advanced Adverb through the room

noticing that it was packed with Noun along the walls and shelves. I peeked out into a cavern even

bigger



than the room. Much, much bigger! I saw movement and my eyes rose to met the stare of a Magical Beast

It was big and beautiful but it struck terror in my Organ . It locked eyes with me and flew

Adjective up in the air, turned around and made a beeline in my direction. I saw it open its Part 

of Body , rows of shiny teeth glinted at me. I think I passed out, then, sir. And that's how I came to be in your

company, Mr. Scamander.
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